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Abstract: Road building has long been under-mapped globally, arguably more than any other hu-
man activity threatening environmental integrity. Millions of kilometers of unmapped roads have
challenged environmental governance and conservation in remote frontiers. Prior attempts to map
roads at large scales have proven inefficient, incomplete, and unamenable to continuous road mon-
itoring. Recent developments in automated road detection using artificial intelligence have been
promising but have neglected the relatively irregular, sparse, rustic roadways characteristic of remote
semi-natural areas. In response, we tested the accuracy of automated approaches to large-scale road
mapping across remote rural and semi-forested areas of equatorial Asia-Pacific. Three machine learn-
ing models based on convolutional neural networks (UNet and two ResNet variants) were trained
on road data derived from visual interpretations of freely available high-resolution satellite imagery.
The models mapped roads with appreciable accuracies, with F1 scores of 72–81% and intersection
over union scores of 43–58%. These results, as well as the purposeful simplicity and availability of
our input data, support the possibility of concerted program of exhaustive, automated road mapping
and monitoring across large, remote, tropical areas threatened by human encroachment.

Keywords: convolutional neural networks; roads; remote sensing; road map; tropical forests;
artificial intelligence

1. Introduction

The Earth is experiencing an unprecedented wave of road building, with some 25 mil-
lion kilometers of new paved roads expected by mid-century, relative to 2010 [1]. Roughly
nine-tenths of all road construction is occurring in developing nations [2,3], including many
tropical and subtropical regions of exceptional biodiversity [4–6]. By sharply increasing
access to formerly remote natural areas, poorly regulated road development triggers dra-
matic increases in environmental disruption through economic activities such as logging,
mining, and land-clearing [3]. Efforts to plan or zone road development have historically
been most inadequate in remote rural areas, wilderness frontiers, and partially intervened
natural areas (hereafter semi-forested areas) where road development is most haphazard
and environmentally destructive [7–9]. Many roads in such regions, both legal and illegal,
are unmapped [10,11]. Hence, road-mapping studies in the Brazilian Amazon [10,12–15],
Asia-Pacific [11,16,17], and elsewhere [18,19] regularly find 2–13 times more road length
than reported in government sources or online road databases. The abundance of such
clandestine roadways underscores the degree to which environmental governance and
conservation advocacy are challenged by the lack of complete, up-to-date information on
road development [20].
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Road mapping has long been a tedious, painstaking exercise, ultimately limited in its
spatial and temporal coverage accordingly. Traditionally, and still today, road mapping
entailed the visual interpretation and manual digitization of road features in satellite
imagery [5,11,16,21–24]. This approach is exceedingly laborious, limiting its application to
select areas of interest and discouraging the monitoring of road development. More recently,
‘crowdsourced’ road data compiled in OpenStreetMap (OSM, https://www.OSM.org) has
offered a promising alternative, whereby OSM users collectively digitize or otherwise add
road features to the OSM online global database. For environmental science and governance,
however, OSM road data have historically presented major limitations, foremost being
relatively scant and/or inconsistent coverage of remote semi-forested areas [11], as well
as the inability to focus mapping on particular regions of interest. A recent comparison of
visually digitized road features against human-curated OSM road data1 across Indonesia,
Malaysia Borneo, and New Guinea [16] found the former to have three times the length,
underscoring the extent of omissions in the OSM database.

Hence, there has been a longstanding call for automated approaches to road mapping
at large scales as a means of improved environmental monitoring [21,25]. Recent develop-
ments in artificial intelligence have responded with road-mapping algorithms applied to
satellite imagery [26]. Machine learning (ML) road mapping employing convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) [27–29] has proven successful, amongst various other approaches [26].
Experimentation with ML road mapping has however focused largely on urban and sub-
urban settings [30–33] or densely settled rural areas [34,35]. Roads there are relatively
uniform and distinctive from those in remote semi-forested tropical regions characterized
by irregular, rustic, and/or faint roads of diverse earthen materials and situated variously
within forests, disturbed vegetation, and farms.

Developments in automated road detection accelerated following the 2018 DeepGlobe
Road Extraction Challenge (http://deepglobe.org/challenge.html, accessed on 1 August
2023), culminating in Facebook developing a modified D-LinkNet-34 ML model to map
roads globally on the basis of high-resolution satellite imagery [36,37]. Though general
accuracies of this model are appreciable [36], the fidelity of its output road data is uncertain
for remote semi-forested tropical areas specifically, given the exclusion of such areas from
the model’s training dataset [36]. Excitingly, Botelho et al. [13] recently used a UNet ML
model to map roads across remote semi-forested areas of Brazil on the basis of Sentinel-2
satellite imagery. Accuracies were respectable but depressed by omission errors inherent to
their road-reference or ‘testing’ dataset, reflecting its basis in moderate-resolution Landsat
imagery [13]. In remote semi-forested tropical contexts specifically, the ultimate accuracy
of UNet and similar ML road-detection models therefore remains relatively uncertain.

In this context, we revisit the UNet model of Botelho et al. [13] as well as two alternative
ML road-mapping models to clarify their accuracy in remote semi-forested areas, here in
equatorial Asia-Pacific. Our study complements Botelho et al. [13] in three key respects.
First, we consider an exhaustive road-reference dataset based on high-resolution imagery to
ensure confident measures of map accuracy. Second, we include complementary, relatively
conservative measures of map accuracy. Third, we base our models on simple ‘screenshots’
of high-resolution satellite imagery freely accessible via Google Earth or similar online
geospatial platforms. This experimentational use of such imagery explicitly contemplates
the possibility of an open-access scientific program whereby the scientific community may
avail of an online ML model coupled with such imagery to map and monitor roads in any
region of interest, cf. [38].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview

Across equatorial Asia-Pacific, we trained three ML models to automatically map road
features on the basis of freely available ‘screenshots’ of high-resolution satellite imagery.
Here, we describe these models and report their accuracies. Of our three models, the UNet
model is analogous to that employed by Botelho et al. [13] for Brazil. The two other models,
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based on the ResNet-34 architecture [39], offer enhancements to the UNet model while
preserving computational efficiency, a factor of likely importance for any potential large-
scale scientific road-mapping initiative. Model training and testing were based on a visually
interpreted reference dataset of road features across equatorial Asia-Pacific. The accuracy
of each model was evaluated using three metrics providing complementary insight into
model performance. Thus, we describe a baseline of model performance given standard
ML models applied to remote semi-forested tropical areas.

2.2. Satellite Imagery and Road Reference Data
2.2.1. Study Area

This study covers rural, generally remote, and often forested areas of equatorial Asia-
Pacific (Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, and Malaysia) (Figure 1). This study area was
defined on the basis of recent research describing spontaneous and planned road devel-
opments in the region, typically in areas characterized by extensive intact or fragmented
forest cover [20,24,40–44].
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Figure 1. Study area encompassing the 200 sampled satellite images. Notes: Land cover data are
after [16].

2.2.2. Satellite Imagery

We obtained 200 satellite images for model training, validation, and testing. Images
were ‘screenshots’ (i.e., reduced-resolution copies) of high-resolution true-color satellite
imagery (~0.5–1 m pixel resolution) observed using the Elvis Elevation and Depth spatial
data portal (https://elevation.fsdf.org.au/, accessed on September 2022), which here is
functionally equivalent to the more familiar Google Earth. Each of our 200 images were
initially acquired at a resolution of 1920 × 886 pixels. Actual image resolution was coarser
than the native high-resolution imagery, at 5 m, but still appreciable (Figures 2 and 3a–c).
These images are freely available online [45]. The images generally spanned either forest–
agricultural mosaics (Figure 3a) or intact forest landscapes with limited human intervention
(Figure 3b,c). The 200 images were in PNG file format and ultimately parsed into their
constituent red, blue, and green (RBG) channels for model training and road classification.

https://elevation.fsdf.org.au/
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Figure 2. A sampled image at full extent (top) and for a smaller inset area (bottom) featuring clearly
discernible land covers and road infrastructure.
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2.2.3. Road Reference Data

Road features were visually interpreted and manually digitized to create a reference
dataset by which to train, validate, and test the road-mapping models (Figure 3d–f). The
reference dataset of road features was digitized in each of the 200 true-color images using
the ‘pen tool’ in Adobe Photoshop. The pen’s ‘width’ was held constant over varying scales
of observation (i.e., image ‘zoom’) during digitization. Consequently, at relatively small
scales at least, digitized road features likely incorporate vegetation immediately bordering
roads. The resultant binary (Road vs. Not Road) reference images were saved as PNG images
with the same image dimensions as the original 200 images.

The 200 satellite images (Figure 3a–c) and corresponding road-reference images
(Figure 3d–f) were then subdivided into thousands of smaller image ‘tiles’ of 256 × 256 pix-
els each. The resultant number of input tiles was subsequently increased using data
augmentation procedures [46] meant to enhance the informational basis of neural network
training, much as for supervised learning generally. Data argumentation [46] entails a
variety of operations applied to image data to produce new, complementary image data,
e.g., image rotation, color adjustment. In this work, image rotation was employed, resulting
in a total of 8904 image tiles. Of these 8904 image tiles, we randomly selected 80% for model
training (during which a model ‘learns’ to recognize road features in the input imagery),
10% for model validation (during which model parameters are iteratively refined), and 10%
for final model testing (during which the final accuracy of the output road map is assessed).
By randomizing the selection of image tiles, we increased the diversity of data used during
training, validation, and testing, a factor found to enhance model accuracy more than the
nominal quantity of input data [36]. Sloan et al. [45] provide these 8904 image tiles as
true-color images and corresponding road-reference images, allowing for further model
development by others.

2.3. Machine Learning Models for Road Mapping
2.3.1. UNet Model

Our UNet model derives from the architecture introduced by Ronneberger et al. [47]
and substantially resembles the framework used by Botelho et al. [13] to delineate roads
in the Brazilian Amazon. Our model embodies two principal stages: the encoding phase,
synonymous with down-sampling; and the subsequent decoder phase, colloquially referred
to as up-sampling stages (Figure 4). In the encoding phase, a three-channel RGB image
is input into the model for encoding. This phase comprises four integral modules, each
encompassing two layers, characterized by 3 × 3 convolutional operations devoid of
padding. Each convolutional layer is immediately succeeded by a rectified linear activation
function (ReLU). Subsequently, a 2 × 2 max-pooling layer, configured with a stride of 2, is
applied to the module’s output. The culmination of this phase yields an encoded image
referred to as feature channels, progressively doubling subsequent to each module. The
post-module feature map tally reads as follows: 64, 128, 512, and 1024 (Figure 4).

The decoding phase of the UNet architecture similarly consists of four discrete mod-
ules, each housing two 3 × 3 convolutional layers preceded by ReLU activation. Distinct
from the encoding stage, the decoding phase incorporates distinct operations before and af-
ter each module. In particular, the input of each decoding module is concatenated with the
output stemming from the subsequent encoding module. This intermodular concatenation
integrates the input module’s 512 feature channels with the output of the corresponding
encoding module, yielding an identical count of 512 layers. A pivotal operation in the
decoding phase is the application of a 2 × 2 transposed convolution operation, synony-
mous with a deconvolutional or up-convolutional layer. This operation reduces the feature
map quantity by half while concurrently doubling the dimensional extent of individual
feature maps. Our UNet model attempts to skirt issues of small dataset and low accuracy
more common to fully convolutional network models [48] by adding skip connections
between the down-sampling and the up-sampling phases (Figure 4). The skip connections
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transferred information from the feature extraction layers to the up-sampling layers by
concatenating data in the encoding phase to data in the decoding phase at the same level.
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In the ultimate stride of the architectural flow, a 1 × 1 convolutional operation is
executed on the concluding layer (Figure 4). This operation elicits a reduction in the
number of feature maps to align with the cardinality of the objects under classification, an
unequivocal 1 in the context of this study, given the binary classification of Road vs. Not
Road. Scripts for this UNet model and the other models discussed below were composed in
the Python programming language using TensorFlow libraries.

2.3.2. ResNet-34 Model

The ResNet-34 model architecture here similarly has two main phases: encoding and
decoding. ResNet-34’s encoding stage consists of 16 modules (pink boxes in Figure 5),
each having 2 convolutional layers with a 3 × 3 kernel and ReLU activation function.
Each module’s output was combined with its input through residual connections (aka
‘skip connections’). A max pooling operation with a stride of 1 was conducted after each
module’s convolutional computation, before data propagation to the next module. Modules
without residual connections are where average pooling operations occurred. An important
aspect of the encoding phase is the strategic use of max pooling operations with stride 2
(Figure 5), which reduced the dimensionality of feature maps by half and doubled their
number. The resulting feature maps were enumerated as 64, 128, 256, and 512, reflecting
their cardinality as they evolved throughout the encoding phase.
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The ResNet-34 architecture, initially designed for image classification, was modi-
fied here to enable semantic segmentation. In the original ResNet-34 architecture, fully
connected layers were used in the output, which cannot be used here for pixel-wise classifi-
cation of the Road vs. Not Road classes. Instead, fully connected layers our ResNet-34 model
were replaced with three consecutive up-sampling layers with a stride of 2, i.e., deconvolu-
tions, to resize the output to the original size of the image (blue boxes in Figure 5). Each of
these up-sampling layers were smoothly integrated with a 2 × 2 transpose convolution
operation. This process was used to simplify the output feature map while maintaining its
original dimensions. The model’s focus is on binary classification, again Road vs. Not Road,
evaluated at each pixel.

The ResNet-34 architecture was preferred over more complex, ‘deeper’ variations,
such as the ResNet-110 architecture with 110 layers, because of its greater balance of
computational efficiency and model accuracy. Efficiency is potentially an important factor
for any scientific open-access and/or online ML road-detection initiative realized at regional
to continental scales. Our findings, based on ResNet-34 as well as UNet, therefore represent
a baseline against which more complex models prioritizing accuracy over efficiency may
be considered.

2.3.3. Resnet-34 Model with Added Residual Connections (ResNet-34+)

The ResNet-34+ model architecture is based on the ResUNet-a architecture described
by Diakogiannis et al. [30]. Its architecture’s encoding phase here was taken from the
ResNet-34 model (Figure 5) and similarly consists of 16 modules (pink boxes in Figure 6).
Relative to the ResNet-34 architecture (Figure 5), residual connections were added between
each of the max pooling layers and the up-sampling layers to preserve the data between the
encoding and decoding layers to produce a more accurate segmentation map (Figure 6). The
output of the residual connections was added to each of the up-sampling layers, unlike the
concatenation method used in the UNet architecture. Specifically, connections were made
between the 1st max pooling operation and the 3rd up-sampling layer, the 2nd max pooling
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operation and the 2nd up-sampling layer, and the 3rd max-pooling operation and the 1st
up-sapling layer (Figure 6). Layers were joined using the concatenation operation, as for the
UNet architecture. Compared to the ResUNet-a architecture [30], ResNet-34+ here featured
fewer up-sampling operations in order to preserve the data of the up-sampling stages.
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2.4. Model Training and Validation

For the training of the UNet, ResNet-34, and ResNet-34+ models, no pretrained model
was used so that model performance could be readily compared. Model training was
broken down into two stages, the first determining pretrained weights and the second
determining final weights. Random numbers were assigned for the initial weight values
rather than zeros or any other uniform number.

In the initial stage of training, a model was trained for up to 1000 epochs. Each epoch
entailed traversing through the entire dataset for model training, validation, and testing. A
call-back function with a patience parameter of 10 epochs monitored the model’s validation
loss trajectory. If no progress was observed in validation loss over the last 10 epochs, or
if there was an increase in validation loss (indicating model overfit), the models’ weights
were deemed optimal and the training was terminated (Figure S1). This call-back featured
reduced the time required for model training if optimal values were attained before all
1000 epochs were traversed. The trained weights were saved for future training instances.

Our models’ loss trajectory was given by the cross-entropy loss function [32,33,49]
(Equation (1)), also known as log loss. This function summarizes the classification per-
formance of a model whose outputs are probabilities. It increases proportionally to the
magnitude of discrepancy between predicted and actual probabilities of class membership,
here being Road and Not Road. This function therefore reflects not only the frequency of
misclassification but also the degree to which a model mis-estimates the probability of
class membership, with increasingly larger discrepancies being penalized increasingly
by its logarithmic function (Equation (1)). In our loss function, ŷ refers to the predicted
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probability of class membership (Road vs. Not Road), y refers to the true value of the pixel
label, N refers to the image-tile batch size, and i refers to the index.

Loss(ŷ,y) = − 1
N

N

∑
i=0

log
(

ŷi
)
+ (1 − yi)log

(
1 − ŷi

)
(1)

The second stage of model training utilized pre-primed models from the first stage,
rather than starting from scratch. To avoid overfitting, image tiles from the training folder,
being a random set of all image tiles, were randomized with respect to their ordering so
that the same batches of image tiles were not used to train the model again. The training
epoch count was reduced to 500, the patience value retained as 10, and the training process
restarted. The lower number of epochs in the second training stage reflected the expectation
that fewer iterations were necessary to reach optimal parameters. For both stages of model
training, random numbers were assigned for the initial values of weights, instead of zeros.

2.5. Model Testing

Two complementary metrics tested the three models’ final road-mapping accuracies:
the F1 score and mean intersection over union.

2.5.1. F1 Score of Model Accuracy

The F1 score (Figure 7) describes a model’s accuracy in classifying the target class
(Road) while accounting for the inevitably imbalanced nature of our reference data, whereby
pixels of the target class (Road) occur far less frequently than the background class (Not
Road). Accounting for such class imbalance prevents any inflation of reported accuracy due
to the gross under-prediction of the target class or gross over-prediction of the background
class. The F1 score accounts for class imbalanced by incorporating measures of model
recall (also known as producer’s accuracy) and model performance (also known as user’s
accuracy) (Equation (2)). The F1 score has theoretical minima and maxima of 0 and 1, where
1 indicates the perfect prediction of the known road features in the reference dataset.

F1 score = 2
Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(2)
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In Equation (2), the precision term describes how frequently a model’s classification
of Road is, in fact, Road. Precision is given by the ratio of the frequency of true positives
(TPs) to the combined frequency of true positives and false positives (FPs), i.e., all pixels
labelled as roads, correctly or incorrectly (Equation (3)). Conversely, the recall term in
Equation (2) describes how frequently a model’s classification of Road reflects the known
extent of Road. Recall is given by the ratio of the frequency of true positives to the combined
frequency of true positives and false negatives (FNs), i.e., all pixels that are known to be
roads (Equation (4)).

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(4)
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2.5.2. Mean Intersection over Union Metric of Model Accuracy

The mean intersection over union (mIoU) metric describes the degree to which image
features classified as Road spatially overlap actual roads in the reference data but not areas
known to be Not Roads in the same reference data. Given our Road target class, the mIoU
metric is given formally as the ratio of, on the one hand, the area of overlap of predicted
and known Road pixels and, on the other, the combined area of predicted and known Road
pixels, averaged over all N image tiles (Figure 8, Equation (5)) [29]. This metric is similar
to the F1 score in that it accounts for the imbalanced nature of the reference data. The
mIoU metric has a theoretical minima and maxima of 0 and 1, where 1 indicates an exact
duplication of the road features in the reference dataset. Equation (5) may be simplified as
Equation (6).

mIoU =
1
N

N

∑
i=0

Predicted Road ∩ Known Road
Predicted Road ∪ Known Road

(5)

mIoU =
1
N

N

∑
i=0

TP
TP + FP + FN

(6)
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3. Results

Figure 9 reports road-mapping accuracy amongst of our three models according to the
F1 score and mIoU metrics (Equations (2) and (6)). These metrics’ values are middling but
indicative of accurate road detection.
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The F1 scores ranged from 72% for UNet to 81% for ResNet-34 and ResNet-34+. The
lower F1 score for our UNet model was greater than that of the UNet road-mapping model
of Botelho et al. [13], at 65–68%, the latter having been similarly developed for remote
semi-forested areas in the Brazilian Amazon using 10-meter Sentinel-2 satellite imagery.
Our greater UNet accuracy compared to Botelho et al. [13] is probably due mostly to the
greater accuracy of our road-reference data and the finer resolution of our satellite data,
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given the comparability between our study and Botelho et al. [13] in terms of UNet model
design and study context. The higher F1 scores of 81% for our two ResNet models are
consistent with the F1 scores of a diverse and often relatively sophisticated range of ML
road-detection models reviewed by Abdallahi et al. [26]. The reviewed models vary by
deep learning modelling approach (CNN, FCN, DNN, GANs), context (various countries,
urban and rural areas), and satellite data (optical, multispectral, radar, all having spatial
resolutions of ≤1 m). Notwithstanding that direct comparison with our ResNet models is
precluded by this diversity of models and data, as well as the lack of studies specifically
for remote semi-forested tropical areas, it is noteworthy that the F1 scores for our ResNet
models are greater than or comparable to 11 of the 23 reviewed models for which F1 scores
were reported.

The mIoU scores of our three models were comparatively moderate, ranging between
43% for UNet and 58% for ResNet-34 (Figure 9). Our upper mIoU score is equivalent to that
of Facebook’s modified D-LinkNet-34 ML road-mapping model when trained on weakly
supervised global OSM road data and assessed against the DeepGlobe Challenge reference
dataset [50], which spans urban, peri-urban, and rural areas in Indonesia, Thailand, and
India. Unsurprisingly, however, our upper mIoU score is less than Facebook’s ultimate
‘finetuned’ model incorporating additional, manually labelled, global OSM road training
data, having a mIoU of 64% [36]. Unlike our upper F1 score, our upper mIoU score is
not very consistent with those of the ML road-detection models reviewed by Abdallahi
et al. [26]. Our upper mIoU score is greater than or comparable to only three [51–53] of
the eleven models reviewed for which IoU was reported [32,33,54–57]. In comparison,
Facebook’s finetuned road-detection model—a useful referent given its global deployment
and public usage [19,58]—would equal or exceed five of these 11 models on the IoU metric.

The discrepancy between our F1 and mIoU scores reflects the fact that the mIoU
metric penalizes misclassification relatively severely. In simple terms, when summarized
over all images tested for a model, the mIoU presents a measure approaching worst-case
scenario model performance, whereas the F1 score presents a measure approaching average
performance under general conditions. In this light, it is telling that, of six ML road
extraction models applied to the DeepGlobe dataset [57,59–63] as summarized by Das and
Chand [63], our REsNet-34 model exceeded all on the F1 score but none on the IoU measure.
Likewise, of six other models reviewed by Abdollahi et al. [26] reporting both F1 and
IoU scores [32,52,55,56], including two applied to the DeepGlobe dataset, our ResNet-34
model exceeded all but one on the F1 score, and was within 2% of the highest F1 score,
while being inferior to all but two on the IoU score. These comparisons are not to suggest
model inferiority or superiority per se, but rather highlight the likelihood that our models
encountered relatively rare but significant instances of road-detection error. In the specific
context of remote semi-forested tropical landscapes, a leading candidate for such error
is the failure of models to detect relatively faint, rustic, semi-vegetated roadways, e.g.,
narrow, irregular dirt tracks traversing dense forest canopy, or faint tracks traversing semi-
exposed soil. Another candidate for such error is the occasional misclassification of artificial
image edges resultant of image processing, erroneously classified as Road by the models
(Figure 10a,d,g,i,j). The latter error could be readily avoided by implementing a simple
flood-fill algorithm or similar to identify and remove uniform border pixels introduced
during image processing (e.g., black borders of input tiles in Figure 10a,d,g,i,j).

The discrepancy between our mIoU and F1 scores is also notable in that it is smaller
for the ResNet models than for UNet, proportionally and absolutely (Figure 9). Greater
accuracy for the two ResNet models is probably due in part to their greater propensity to
capture relatively faint and/or irregular road features. ResNet achieved greater coverage
of such road features and thus of roads generally partially by capturing such roads as
‘broken’, ‘spotty’, or thin features in output road maps, compared to the more definite,
thicker, but fewer road features output by UNet (Figure 10a,b,e,i,j,l). In other words, greater
accuracies of the ResNet models were seemingly achieved partly because of, not in spite of,
the relatively disjointed or faint road features in their output classifications.
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4. Discussion

This study clarifies the potential of machine learning modelling for automated road
mapping across remote semi-forested tropical regions, alongside Botelho et al. [13] for
Amazonia. Our minimum F1 score of model accuracy, at 72% for the UNet model based on
resampled high-resolution true-color satellite imagery, was only slightly higher than that
achieved by Botelho et al. [13] using UNet and medium-resolution multi-spectral Sentinel-2
satellite imagery. On this basis, we postulate that the UNet model may have an upper F1
score of ~70–75% for road mapping in remote, generally forested tropical regions. The
greater accuracies of the two ResNet models recommend these models over UNet for in
remote tropical regions. Various other modelling approaches would doubtless prove more
accurate [36,57], albeit often at the cost of much greater complexity and computational
resources [26].

The appreciable accuracies of our models for equatorial Asia-Pacific, as for
Botelho et al. [13] in Amazonia and the DeepGlobe Challenge dataset [50] incorporat-
ing rural areas [64], support the possibility of a concerted scientific program of autonomous
road mapping at very large scales. Ideally, a single program would consistently map all
(unmapped) roads pantropically, commencing with relatively environmentally intact areas
threatened by road development, to benefit the broader scientific, environmental, and policy
communities. In this sense, such a program would resemble numerous earlier applied-
science programs that mapped poorly defined environmental dynamics of longstanding
concern and whose outputs are now standard reference data (e.g., human footprints and nat-
ural areas [65,66], intact vegetation [67,68], deforestation ‘alerts’ [69–72], wildfires [73–76],
wilderness areas [77], tree plantations [78–81], and human settlement [82]).

Like these earlier programs, a pantropical road-mapping program would ideally
feature coordination between scientific, civil/environmental, and policy interests, and
would be based on freely available data and open-source methodologies. Requisite road
‘training’ data, based on visual interpretations of satellite imagery, are already available
and possibly sufficient for many major tropical regions, including most of equatorial Asia-
Pacific [11,16], the Brazilian Amazon [13,15,21], and tropical Africa [5,22]. In Southeast Asia
and Africa, as elsewhere, human-curated road data are available to varying degrees via
OSM, with some countries or areas having been extensively mapped in recent years [83,84],
although coverage in remote areas is probably relatively sparse [11,16]. It is envisaged that
any road-mapping application resultant of such a program could be disseminated as a
simple online interface between a given ML model and Google Earth, OSM, or a similar
geospatial platform, cf. [85]. We envisage an interface whereby users may visually interpret
new roads but also produce updated, ML-generated road maps to monitor any region
of interest ongoingly. As demonstrated here, such a program could be based on freely
available ‘screenshots’ of high-resolution satellite imagery accessible via Google Earth or
similar platforms.

Today, however, an alternative, even contrasting road-mapping program characterized
by ‘Big Tech’ and proprietary interests is more likely, if not already realized. Facebook has
recently applied proprietary ML algorithms to commercial Maxar high-resolution satellite
imagery to map roads globally, reportedly to expand rural internet access and social
media activity [18,37]. Other Big Tech interests are following suit for similar commercial
reasons [86], e.g., the enhancement of navigational or social apps. Concerns that proprietary
data and commercial interests might preclude scientific collaboration and coordination
seem at least partially founded. While Facebook has gifted its ML-generated road data to
OSM and published tools allowing for users to edit these data [87–89], the underlying ML
model remains proprietary, and the underlying commercial satellite imagery is practically
unavailable to the scientific community due to its significant cost.

With Facebook Roads data now available globally via the OSM database [37], a col-
laborative, transparent road-mapping program as envisaged above would potentially be
redundant, at least with respect to its outputs. Such a program would however still serve as
a rigorous, possibly corrective check of Big Tech mapping, or otherwise fill a ‘niche’ interest
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of the environmental community. The fidelity of Facebook Roads for environmental moni-
toring of remote tropical areas specifically warrants scrutiny. Facebook’s road-mapping
algorithm explicitly excluded road training data for areas with relatively few roads, in-
stead focusing model training on “areas that are more completely mapped” by the OSM
database [36]—a practice not uncommon in the literature [33]. Therefore, notwithstanding
the massive quantity of the global OSM training data, Facebook Roads may still tend
to omit or misclassify the often irregular, partially treed, rustic roads typical of remote
tropical areas. A cursory review of Facebook Roads in remote semi-forested regions of
Brazil, India, and Panama found various instances of rivers or dry river beds conflated
with roads, for example. Pending formal scrutiny of Facebook Roads, this issue of the
quality vs. quantity of Facebook Roads will however likely prove of secondary importance
to conservation scientists and policymakers who have long awaited any substantive road
data in remote areas.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs16050839/s1, Figure S1: Training and validation loss for
(a) UNet, (b) ResNet-34, and (c) ResNet-34+ models over 30 epochs.
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